
13. Place the basket plastic into the box. Then with the help of a second person
lift the pram into the box. 

14. Close the box. If it does not close properly do not force the box closed. This may 
crack the bassinet board. If you can’t secure the box closed you will need to take the 
pram out again and assemble it again. 

15. Re-tape your box securely with lots of tape. 

16.16. Print and place your return label clearly on the box ensuring the barcode 
  is clean and clear. 

  And you’re done! 

12. Place a foot muff and canopy over each end of the bassinet. Pull the 
bubble wrap bag over the entire pram.  

11. Cover the frame with plastic bag then place the bassinet on top. The 
bassinet must be facing the same way as the photo above with the recline 
buttons angled towards the back. 

.

10. Remove bassinet plastic and collapse frame. Insert protective packaging 
over all metal frame ends. Insert second cardboard sheet.  

9.  Remove the headbarrier from the seat and insert it between the
bassinet apron and bassinet board to avoid being damaged during
transfort. Lay the seat facing down on the floor. Wrap the cardboard
around the seat recline plastic parts and cardboard sheet over bar.  

8. Zip on the bassinet apron and insert the manual 
and welcome note to ensure they won’t be
damaged during transport.  

7.  Place the bassinet board on top. 

6.  Finally arrange the 2x rain covers, 2x mosquito nets 
and travel organiser around the parts wherever they
will fit. 

5.  Next place the wrapped brake and 2x
bumper bars on top (ensuring the bumper bars are
not directly on any part which may cause dents to
the foam during transport). 

4.  Put all wheels in bubble wrap bags. Place the large 
wheels at the top and bottom ends of the bassinet. 
Place the smaller wheels next to eachother in the
centre. 

3. Next insert the additional seat and lay it as
flat as possible. 

2.  Insert bassinet mattness and 2x seat liners. 

1.  Start with the assembled bassinet. 
 Remove the bassinet board and mattress. 
 Angle the seat recline connectors as far 
 back as they will go (not 90 degree angle). 


